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Financial aid
to rise next year
The total amount of money available for
financial aid to UMO students next year is
expected to increase by nearly 11.8 million
user this year. according to John E.
Madigan, director of student aid.
"Brsed on information I have receised
(tom the federal government.• • said
Madigan. •*sse are going to have a
substantial increase in our available
student aid funds...
Madigan said Monday that as a result of
increased Congressional appropriations.
(lit' total amount of aid directed at UMO
students will increase from the current
S4.0h1.000 to approximately $5.809.000.
Funding for the National Direct Student
Loan program (MDR is expected to
increase from S800.000 this year to
51.10C.000 next year. Madigan explained.
The amount of money for the College
Work-Study program (CWS) will increase
born S1.184.000 to 51.540.000. and funds
foi the Supplementary Educational
Oppoitunits Grants program (SEOG) will
increase from S1.22".000 this year to
SI .509.000 nest year.
All three of the above programs are
administered b) UMO's Student Aid
Office. Madigan added that the remainder
of the increase will occur in the Basic
Grants program, in which students apply
dii, us to the federal goyernment for aid
( •-otty $40'i .('N) i Ba,i, t;ra nts
go to UMO students. and Madigan
estimated that this "has to go up at least
5200.000- for next year. becAUSC next year
junior level students will be made eligible
for the program. Previously. only
freshmen and sophomores were eligible.
Madigan also said that there is a small
surplus in the funding for the program this
year. so there is a potential for UMO's
share to he .is high as S700.000."
By cornhin,uit t't• NDSL. CWS. and
SEOG program, funding with the Basic
Grants amount and the aid provided by the
university itself, which will remain at its
current S450.000 level. Madigan said
"we're making a new gain of almost 5I.8
million, hut it's not all gain."
The director noted that if tuition or room
and board charges (or both) increase next
year. it may "wash out" a substantial
portion of the increase in aid, because
those approximately 1000 students
presently receiving aid will be compensat-
ed for the increased charges.
But, he said, an increase in costs of 5200
per student per year. regardless of what
form it niight take, would only take about
Se00.000 of the increase, and would still
lease user one million dollars in new aid
moues Madigan said the new money will
be either used to increase the amount of
aid going to current recipients or to allow
more students to receive aid, or both
Officials will stick by request
UM budget faces panel
Legislative hearings on the proposed
University of Maine budget. a, submitted
by Gin. James B. Longlcy. will be held this
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. in Room 228 of the
State House in Augusta. The hearing will
be before the Appropriations and Financial
Affairs Committee of the state legislature.
The Super-U administration will be at
the hearing in full force, in an attempt to
cony nice the legislature that tongley 's
Funding sought
Members of the Memorial Union
Activities Board will go before the Student
Senate next week and ask that it be made a
sub-board under the senate as a solution to
budget cuts affecting MUAB.
Tom Audet. chairman of MUAB. said
the specifics of the solution have not been
worked out, but will before vacation. The
Senate is expected to take action on the
proposal at their meeting of the 25th.
According to Carl Pease. senate
parlimen tarian. the MUAB proposal would
be contingent on an increase in the
activities fee.
"An increase of 53 would give MUAB a
budge of about $45,000." said Pease.
"Whether the fee would be separate of the
activities fee or whether the senate would
allocate MUAR•s budget will be resolved
on the senate floor."
proposals for the university budget fall far
short of required funding.
Herbert Foss le. vice-chancellor for
business and financial affairs, said the
chancellor's office would approach the
committee with the concept that "the
requirements outlined in the Part I budget
request are still the requirements of the
universtty." adding that some of these
requirements hay e actually increased since
the request was submitted last year.
"We're going to push the legislature
hard for a reconsideration of the governor's
budget." he said. "We're also going to
outline what's going to happen if the
budget is approved as it stands."
Some of the adverse effects Fowle
suggested were a drastic cutback in
enrollment quotas. no pay raises for faculty
or staff, and cuts in research programs.
"In the end, the greatest empact will be on
the students.•• Foisle added.
"I have a personal feeling that the
legislature understands the problems of
the university and will giye us a fair
hearing." he commented.
Fow le said most of the arguments that
will be used Thursday have already been
put forward by acting Chancellor Stanley
Freeman at a University of Maine Board of
Trustees meeting Feb. 2b.
Jeanne Bailey. student senate president.
said a bus will be provided to carry
students to the hearings, if enough
students so desire.
"If enough students want a bus." she
esLlaimed. -we'll have a bus."
GESTURE
It seems the clenched fist-. which once symbolized
student power. has given way to an f aide/ leis ineaningtul
Fano  Whoever sculpted this heaurv that sits audaciously
on the mull I ow irt R Hurt Hall ob$ mush placed more emphu SI •
on detail than message.
Smith declares candidacy
b. Dennis Bailey
"I believe I have the experience, the
technical know-how. and a good idea of
what student government should be like.•*
said student Sen. Louis Smith (York). as he
declared himself a candidate for student
senate president.
Smith. an executive board member, has
been a senator for the past year. A native
of South Carolina. Smith is a junior oral
communications major and has used in
Maine for five years.
The elections will be held April 17. Past
candidates base announced their inten-
tions only a few weeks before the elections
but Smith feels an early start is necessar..
"I think there are many issues that the
students need to know about,- said the
23-year-old senator. "That is why I want to
run a campaign based on the issues and not
the personalities of the candidates. al has
•
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been done III the past.'
Smith plans to run on a platform which
includes a higher activities fee for
students. Asked if students would accept
such an increase. Smith replied. "1 think
that once the students see the programs
that can be offered by an increased
actisities fee, they will accept he
increase."
Smith said he will offer a resolution
Tuesday calling for an increase 55 next
sear with an increase of Si for the next two
years until the fee is S15 per semester.
"We have the lowest activities fee in
New England. MUAB (Memorial Union
Activites Board) can't function and offer
programs that we need at UMO. Dean
Rand (director of the Memorial Union is for
the increase. It's badly needed."
The budget for the Off-Campus Board is
another major Issue Smith feels is vitally
important to the students.
"The off-campus housing is pathetic.
The senate should work with the Bangor
Tenants Union or form our own tenants
union to meet this problem."
Smith contends the senate has kept a low
profile and has not gained input from the
student body.
"I think that O.: senate should develop
long range plans for the future and dcych
priorities that they should he uorking '
he said.
Smith has suggested the fraternities
have a member on the Orono town council
• to alleviate the problem of property taxes
!,ir the fraternities, which Smith belieses
Theaittandidate has not chosen a
ice-presidential running mate, but he is
expected to announce his eh 'ice at an
.irganizational meeting Tuesday at 3 p.m.
nu the York Hall lounge.
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What's On
TUESDAY, MARCH 18
CAREER SYMPOSIUM—Student
Personnel Educational Administra-
tion. North Lounge. Estabrooke Hall.
h:30 p.m.
BRIDGE—Memorial Union.
p.m.
DEATH SYMPOSIUM—''Death
and the State." North Lown Room.
Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.
CAREER SYMPOSIUM—Person-
nel Administration Job-hunting
Techniques, North Lounge, Esta-
brooke Hall. 7:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19
HORSEMAN'S CLUB-100 Jen-
ne Hall. 6:30 p.m.
CAREER SYMPOSIUM—Broad-
casting 'Communications. Tolman.
Memorial Union 6.30 p.m.
MEETING—Film Society, 1912
Room. Memorial Union, 7 p.m.
FILM TRYOUTS—for a silent
freshman orientation film. Need a
Charlie Chaplin type and extras.
Tryouts in the Norht Lown Room.
Memorial Union, - 8:30 p.m.
COUNCIL OF COLLEGES—Infor-
mational meeting on collective
bargaining. 102 Nutting Hall. Open
to Campus community. 7 -:30 p.m.
PLANT SWAP—Bring cuttings to
trade. MUAB Office. Memorial
Union, 7 e...
CAREER SYMPOSIUM—Ad% er-
tising‘ Public Relations. Tot man
room. Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.
CAREER SYMPOSIUM—Rehabi-
litation. North Lounge. Estabrixike
Hall. 7:30 p.m.
IDB FILM—"The Virgin and th,
Gypsy." 130 Little Hall. 7 & 9:30
p.m.
ITALIAN FILM 1-ES IIVAL - "Last
Tango in Paris." Hauck Auditorim. 7
& 9:30 p.m.
THURSDAY, MARCH 20
"FOOD SALE FOR A SMALL
PLANent"—Lobby. Memorial
Union. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
COUNCIL OF COLLEGES—Infor
mational meeting on collecti%
bargaining. North Lown Room
Memorial Union. Open to campus
community 12 noon • 1 p.m.
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS--
Maine vs. UMPI. Lengyel Gymnast
urn. b p.m.
CAREER SYMPOSIUM—Man-
agement. Totman Room. Memorial
Union. 6:30 p.m.
CAREER SYMPOSIUM—s'
ernment Administration. FFA Room,
Memorial Union. 6:30 p.m.
MINI- WORKSHOP—Archery
v.ith Robert Pelletier. Damn Yankct.
Memorial Union. ' p.m.
FORTNKAITLY FORUM—"The
Ethics of Who Eats." with speakers
Dr. Cecil Brown. Dr. Edward
Collins. Mr. Edwin Hinshaw. Mr
Walter Thompson. Bangor Room
Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.
CAREER SYMPOSIUM—Data
Processing Accounting. Tatman
Room. Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m
CAREER SYMPOSIUM—Law
FFA Room. Memorial Union. 7:30
P.m -
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ACTION to recruit here
Peace Corps recruiters are looking for
volunteers in Liberal Arts fields this year.
contrary to reports of previous recruiting
sessions which suggested the demand was
tor more techically -oriented areas.
Susan Alley and Todd Baumgardt.
recruiters for ACTION. which represents
both the Peace Corps and VISTA. will be
on campus March 18 to 20. They will have a
booth in the Fogler Library for interviews
and placement. and will present a slide and
sicussion program tonight at 7:30 in the
FFA Room of the Memorial Union.
They are also optimistic that this year
will be very successful.
"The job market, as a whole looks pretty
bleak." Baumgardt said. "We have
programs for people when they graduate."
The Peace Corps currently has a
membership consisting of about 75 per
cent liberal arts graduates. according to
Alley and Baumgardt. hut the number of
these applicants is on the decline. Because
of this decrease. the Peace Corps is aiming
Its efforts toward the spring graduate in
Arts and Sciences.
The recruiters are looking primarily for
French-and Spanish-speaking students.
oriented toward the social sciences. Vista is
seeking law or pre-law students and
French speakers. while the Peace Corps
needs mathematics, agriculture. physical
and life sciences graduates. as wee as
students skilled in a trade. Baumgardt
said. Both orgarniations are looking for
liberal arts students in Spanish. education
(particulars tutoring). all civil engineering
fields, health sciences and serviees.
business and economics. The recruiters
said there is a particular need for home
economics and nutrition majors. Anyone
with a strong interest Or background in
home economics or nutrition may be
eligible. Alley said, since the need is
world-wide and desperate.
Seniors interested in applying for the
Peace Corps should sign up for interytess s
in the placement office at East Annex vith
Wayne Hesseltine.
Med school hill
set for hearing
The legislature's Education Committee
will hold a public hearing on LD 773, an act
to authorize the university to proceed with
the des eloprnent of the proposed School of
Medicine, today at 1:30 p.m. at Cushnoc
Auditorium of the Augusta Civic Center.
The bill, which is co-sponsored by Sen.
Mirmette Cummings (R-Newport). Sen.
Robert W. Clifford (D-Lewiston). Sen.
Howard M. Trotzky (R-Bangor). and Sen
Phillip L. Merrill (D-Portland). would
basically give the university a green light
for the medical school. If passed. the bill
would be interpreted as a commitment on
the part of the legislature to fund the
medical school in coming yers.
According to committee chairman Sen.
Bennett Katz. the hearing will be disided
nut,, three segments. including one hour for
ach,bcates of the bill, one hour for
opponents. and one hour and a half for
general ,mniceit
The university has been granted
S200.000 by the legislature oser the past
two years to myestigate the feasibility of
establishing what would be Maine's only
medical school
More about the budget
Regardless of how much waste there may be in
the university system (or where it isl, we hope
the acting chancellor and his staff are at least
moderately successful in Augusta Thursday as
they make their pitch to the legislative
appropriations committee.
We are frankly encouraged by
Vice Chancellor Fowle's statements concerning
the approach they will take. Not that we expected
otherwise, but it appears, at least, that
university officials will have more gumption in
their dealings with legislature land more
sympathetic ears l than they exercise with the
governor. Even the governor, when he spoke
here, admitted that Acting Chancellor Stanley
Freeman had been pretty "fair", which.
translated, means conciliatory to the governor.
Maine Campus
EDITORIAL
We've said it before, and we'll continue to say
it: if this university can't count on its own
administrators and trustees to fight for the
funding we need, and do the kind of extensive
lobbying effort required, then who will?
We believe the very least we can expect in the
way of a budget for the next year or two is a
contintuation of the present level of funding, as
the governor has claimed his recommendation for
the university calls for a $4.7 million decrease in
state funding of the university.
Since Longley failed to include funding for the
university's special appropriations for, among
other things, increased fuel costs, are we to
conclude that the governor believes fuel prices
will go down? Or just what are we to conclude?
We hope Fowle is right when he claims the
university has a good deal of support in the
legislature. We also hope that President Neville
is right when he predicted that would probably
have funding "returned", so to speak. for the
fuel allowance and other things, that would add
up to approximately the S4-5 million that the
governor decided to ignore.
We'll continue the examine the trustees and
their spending habits, which, as we have said,
are occasionally a little off-base. We always have
taken close looks at where the money goes. Rut
we will not allow ourselves to be placed in an
adversary position with the trustees and Super-U
administrators by the governor, who has still not
satisfied us as to why he cut his uninversity
budget proposal after stating clearly on Jan. 29
that it would call for a "substantially higher"
amount than the 8619,000 increase that was
being talked ithout.
When all is said and done, it doesn't matter
much even if the trustees are not quite setting
the right priorities in their spending of university
money - that is, if the university is inadequately
funded in the first place. The trustees may set
spending priorities, but it is the governor and
legislature who decide how much that "blank
check" will be. And when the governor
recommends a decrease in state funding of the
university in an inflationary time, he's really
talking about a much bigger cut than anyone can
predict.
With the advent of a great increase in the
amount of student aid next year. at least on this
campus. a tuition increase of about 850 nextyear
may not hurt that much. We can be assured that.
if nothing else, the students who would
otherwise be hurt the most by any tuition
increase will be taken care of.
But in any event, we hope the university puts
its best foot forward in Augusta Thursday. for, all
eyes will be watching, and especially those
important decision-making ones.
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Zeppelin and Cooper
'where do they go from here?'
Led Zeppelin Physical Graffiti Swan Song
Records SS 2-200
There are two basic approaches one can
take in dealing with the new Led Zeppelin
album entitled Physical Graffiti realeased
last month on Swan Song Records.
The first deals with the release of the
album as an "event." carefully orchestrated
by the group's manager Peter Grant in his
careful manipulation of the rock and roll
media.
The second looks at the album on its own
merits.
Since their debut under his tutelage in
1969. Led Zeppelin has released a very
regular flow of albums - exactly one I.p. each
calendar year. The question that should
present itself almost immediately even to the
most casual of observers is, "does it
artistically take Led Zeppelin a year to get an
album out, or rather, does it take Peter Grant
12 months to so manage things from a
business standpoint to guarantee an
instanteneous platinum album? (One million
copies of the album art. sold - representative
of about $10 million in gross sales.)
The situation as I see it presents a
dichotomy of sorts - certainly there are
business considerations to any art form, and
business managers are necessary to cover
those situations and thus free the arti r s to
create, but, at what point does the manger's
perspective intrude, in terms of what he will
and will not allow on a record (on the
grounds of selling power.)
The staging for the release of Physical
Graffiti was beautiful and as a by-product
created two new Peter Grant supergroups.
Last spring when Houses of the Holy, their
last album was beginning to wear a little thin
and the fans began looking for the yearly
album. the announcement came that Led
Zeppelin was forming their own record label
- Swan Song Records. Everyone felt that the
new album was imminent But, the first
release was Bad Company - a distillation of
former Free, Mott the Hoople and King
Crimson.
Then came an announcement that the
Zeppelin album would be released in
September. September brought announce-
ment of a delay until November, which
brought announcement of a for sure release
in time for Christmas, which brought an
announcement of an early January release
which allowed for the release of the second
Swan Song record Silk Torpedo by Pretty
Things, which allowed for the announcement
of a positive February 1 release for an album
which had already been featured in a cover
story two months earlier in Circus magazine.
Led Zeppelin is not an obscure group and
when you tantalize the public this long, it is
not hard to understand why the album sells
the way it does when it finally gets released
during the last week of February. And like
many others who had been so long led on. I
was among the first in line.
The first song, "Custard Pie,- and the
third. "In My Time of Dying.- are the
album's only boring moments in what will
probably be the year's best rock album. The
sheer power in the remaining 13 pieces
establishes this as the consumate Led
Zeppelin album.
The range of rock styles executed is
amazing. Most Zepplin fans probably
.already recognize one song - "Kashmir,- as
equal only to "Stairway to Heaven,- and "A
Day in the Life" in sheer majestic force.
I don't attempt to analyze rock much
beyond that, I generally know what I like by
the way in which it hits my ear and grabs me
in the gut so that I can't (unless completely
owned) sit still while listening to it.
Jimmy Page's vocals, John Bonham's
solid bottom on drums, the bass and
synthesizer work done by John Paul Jones.
and Jimmy Page's always tasteful guitar
work all coalesce on this album to make it
classic rock 'n' roll in the finest mercantile
tradition.
Alice Cooper Welcome to My Nightm-are
Atlantic Records SD 18130
Alice Cooper's Welcome to My Nightmare
is not the ninth Alice Cooper album, but a
first solo album from the person who used to
be vocalist in a group called Alice Cooper.
The band seems to have split up. Alice has
kept the name, and working with studio
musicians, set out on a solo career.
I was rather curious as to what the result
would be, as I thought a band which had
been together as long as Alice Cooper really
worked
person.
I was wrong. Alice was the brains of the
entire outfit, and the band was probably
beginning to hold him down.
His recent associations with traditional
straight Hollywood types had led me to
believe his album would be far calmer than
the Alice of the guillotine and dead babies.
Again. I was wrong. The traditional
Hollywood type that Alice recruited for this
album is Vincent Price, and the combinaiton
is one of the funniest I've ever heard on a
record.
Songs such as the title cut. "Black
Widow.- and "Cold Ethyl- are some of the
best boogie-party songs that anyone has
produced in a year.
One cut, "Department of Youth, • • is one of
those Alice Cooper chant-march sing-along
type songs reminiscent of "School's Out,"
and we'll probably be hearing it ad nauseam
before the year is out on Top 40 radio.
Lyrically it is a very funny album in a
campy sort of way, and the entire album is
set to be aired a television special on ABC in
April.
It is interesting to see Alice Cooper start
out so well on his first solo venture, indeed,
this may well be the best Alice Cooper
album.
It is also a lot like the Led Zeppelin album
in that it may be a crowning achievement for
1,he style he has developed.
Both albums, as much as I enjoy them.
leave me with the question - "where do they
go from here?"
Each has explored the potentials of their
particular styles to the fullest on these
albums and anything else in the same vein
will be exploitation of both you and me - the
people, who in the final analysis, pay for it
all. Armageddon is upon rock and roll.
by Jim Cyr
as a unit and not an extension of one
IE Two 
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Major Barbara • doing Shaw justice
The Maine Masque production of Major Barbara by
George Bernard Shaw. performed in Hauck Auditoriurr
last week. was a triumph. Throughout the rather long
play (debates on society and morality are apt to be rathei
long), the acting was consistently excellent, the players
played as an ensemble, the lengthy dialogue was
handled superbly. especially bs. Jeri Colpitts as Andress
Undershaft. millionaire philosopher. The action both
held attention and served its function clearly: in the
philosophical debate.
All of this mas be attributed to the wizardry of Dr.
James Bost of the speech department. Bost was able to
create belies able character on the stage because he is
supremely concerned in his direction with the human
element in drama. the emotions and motivations of
struggling human beings attempting to make sense out
of life and society, neither of v. hich seem to make sense
mut Ii of the time. With this conviction in the humanity of
the characters, he asoided two-dimensionalits. and
full-fleshed figures emerge.
The set by Al Cyrus. designer for Maine Masque, was
interestingly modern for a Shav. play. and ingenious in
serving the needs of three different locations. It
particularls suited the armaments factory of Act III.
Scene II. with a central black vertical post ominously
descending to represent a lethal cannon. Howeyer. I
found it a bit stark for the library if Lads Broomarfs
house. Possibly. the effect int, tided by the sparse
geometrical ssmrnetr of %L and blocking. was a
suggestion of the formality of manners of the society of
that period. Yet again, it might have been intended to
parallel the dialectics of Shaw 's thought without a
precise localization of action. These pruposes it
accomplished admirabls. Howeser. the absence of
elaborately carved, dark. heass furniture, plush velsets
and dull purples. long rows of gilt-bound books. left the
Broomall librars looking more bleak than the Salsatton
Arms shelter of Act H.
Some of the suggestion of opulence and elegance as
m the cwstuming: but the contrast tx:tween wealth and
posertY as one of the themes of the play. and the ese
,A.2% not altogether cons owed of the contrast tiv the bare
set. w Inch tended to lesel social class distinctions.
he suggestise set. however. had a vet-% positise
attribute. It highlighted the extreme contemperanity of
the theme. Although written in 1405. Maior Barbara
speaks so clear Is to the social ills of our time that one is
astonished. and depressed. at how little Western society
has progressed in "0 years. Shaw debunks consentional
morality . one of his fay orite pastimes, and points out that
the voIrst crime is really poserty. and that food and
shelter must come before moral sermonizing. One is
reminded of another socialist playwright. Bertult
Breches statement in the Three-Penny Opera. that.
"First conies the food. then the moralitY .• • Furthermore.
Undershaft. Machiasellian millionaire arms manufactur-
er. clearly outlines the connection between tog business
and the goyernment for anyone who hasn't learned the
less.ni yet:
I am the government of your country...you will do
v. hat pays us. You mill make war w hen it suits us. and
keep peace when it doesn't.. When I want ans thing to
keep my dry idends up. you ill discoser that my want
is a national need. When other people want
something to keep my disidends down. you will call
out the police and military. And in return you shall
hase the support and applause of my newspapers. and
the delight of imagining that you are a great
statesman. •*
Shaw 's map sr thesis is that cony entronal notions of
right and wrong depend on social prejudices with no
relation to reality.. Undershaft. the demon of
arms-makers. knows his economic and social realities
better than ans:one else in the plav. He knows that
moires: runs the gosernment. saYes men's souls, rules
the world. is power for good as well as evil. He knows
that poverty and submission are not great virtues as
Christianity (or Crosstianitv as Shaw liked to call it)
preaches. but great abominations. He knows that the
whole coition depends on the mimes disseminated by
himself and others like him, and that the most "morally
pure** religionist and teacher of Greek are as inextricably
bound in the web of financial dependencies of the system
as the greatest criminal. Crime, like morality. is a
relative term. misapplied generally to petty thefts.
whereas huge crimes are ignored.
Cusins: ••Do you call poverty a crime?"
Undershaft: "The worst of crimes. All the other
crimes are virtues beside it...Povertv blights $.4 hole
cities, spreads horrible pestilences, strikes dead the
very sould of all who come within sight. sound. or
smell if it. What you call crime is nothing: a murder
here and a theft there... hat do they matter?...there
are not SO genuine professional criminals in London.
But there are millions of poor people. abject people.
dills people. ill fed, ill clothed people. Thes poison us
morally and physically; they kill the happiness of
society; they force us to do away with our own
liberties and to organize unnatural cruelties for fear
du
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they should rise against us and drag us down into
their abyss. Only fools fear crime: we all fear
poverty.
The irony of Shaw 's making a hero from a capitalist
"villain" is heightened w hen he puts into the villain's
mouth Ole words of a social revolutionary. Undershaft
• knows better than Barbara how to fight the evils of the
world; his solutions are n. .t "other-worldly" hymns, hut
direct actions in terms that powerful people understand.
"I hate poverty and %lasers worse than any other
crimes ss hatsoey en. And let me tell you this. Poverty
and %lasers has c stood up for centuries to your
sermons and leading articles: they ss ill not stand up
to ms machine gnus. Don't preach at them: don't
reason with them. Kill them."
How cy el:. Shaw's real hero, all real heroes. must come
from the yr suth. ss ho still have the idealism and the
energy to fight for change. A teacher of Greek.
Barbara's fiance. Cusins. might he the perfect vessel for
change, a ssmbol the rosits I if Western civilization.
Cusins: "You cannot hase power for good Niihntli
having poNer for evil too. This power which onlv
tears men's bodies to pieces has neser been so
houribls abused as the intellectual. the. .religious
power that can enslaye men's souls. As a teacher of
Greek I gave the intellectual man weapons against the
common man. I no% v. ant to gist: the common man
weapons against the intellectual man. .1 ssant a power
simple enough fop common men to use. vet strong
enough to force the intellectual oligarchs to use its
genius for the general good... Dare I make war on
%vat? I must. I will.''
The ivory tower salsationist and the intellectual must
come down to the lesel of 171011Cs and power where real
change can be accomplished. To those perplexed about
clime and the decay- in American cities, about
degeneration in the government. constant warfare. about
w heftier to stas aloof or dirty one's hands working for
change. Shaw has a lot to sas 1 he Maine Masque said it
well for him last week and I hope the audience was
listening.
hs Roberta SiN'ei
Cncert
UM bands feature German composers
Fred Heath, director of bands,
conducted the University of Maine Bands
in a concert featuring music mostls bs
German composers. last Tuesday in the
gym. Guest conductor was Robert S. Mock.
who is also conductor of the Central Maine
Wind Ensemble. president of the Maine
Music Educators Association, and director
of music for the Orono schools.
The program opened with Heath
conducting the wind ensemble in Felix
Mendelssohn•s Overture "or Band. The
oyerture was followed by an announcer
ho welcomed the audience, announced
the previous piece. and described the form
of the next selection and mispronounced
the name of its composer. The
unfortunate composer was Paul Hinde-
mith: the piece. the first movement of his
Svmphorty in B Hat Louis Spohr's
Notturno for Turkish Band (written for a
smaller instrumental ensemble) followed,
and fell occasionally into difficulties ss hich
were inexcusable—considering the instr-
mentation and size of the group w hich
played.
Modr made his appearance conducting
the finale from Death and Transfiguration
by Richard Strauss. and the march Under
the Double Eagle bs IF. Wagner. Modr
conducted well and did a great deal with
the band to make the Finale sound like
music instead of a had attempt at a lazy
performace. Houeser. Strauss would still
be rolling in his grave to hear his beautiful
orchestral work played by a band tuned to
an out of tune piano substituting for a harp.
After the intermission. Modr conducted
the symphonic hand in two more numbers.
specifically. Old Comrades a march bv Karl
Tieke and Prelude and Fug(' in C
Minor—originalls composed for organ—by
Bach. The announcer made the point that
the Bach was particularls suited to
transcription for band because the organ
and wind instruments operate under the
same &mei*: they are both columns of
vibrating air. Bach can be difficult, but in
this case the hand could ruse been more
precise in the performance of the selection.
Next to last on the program was the
Third Suite bs American composer Robert
Jager. I found the suite to be the most
enjoyable selection of the program. cass iii
listen to for an audience w oh an untrained
ear and interesting enough for the trained
musician. Had this not been a hit sloppy
and in places not together. it would Pulse
been a good finale for the concert.
Unfortunately. the march demanded
precision. but lacked it, the waltz, expert
conducting in places with mans meter
changes: and the rondo needed better
balance. One curious defect was the fact
that the Heath failed to conduct the last
few notes in the rondo. Was he several
beats ahead of the hand, or did he just
forget about those last notes' The suite
could hase been better
Heath chose the Huldigungsmarsch by
Richard Wagner to close the concert. It was
exciting in places. but not sers memorable
After a single round of applause. Heath
returned to the stage to conduct the hand
in two encores. lhe first. Irish
Washerwoman. if it had been crisp and
precise as it ought to hase been, would
have been a good selection for the regular
program. Final's the concert was brought
to a welcome close with the audience
standing and singing w oh the band in The
Stein Song.
Generally speaking. the concert went
well, and apparently much better than
expected. But, perhaps if hand director
Heath would conduct an esen beat,
without playing 'find the downbeat' (that
annoying game conductors play to vex
musicians), demand more from players,
drill for more precision, and conduct in a
more decisive and authoritative manner—
being the leader, not on the defense—he
would not have to rely on luck to pull a
concert together.
hs .Sarah Holbrook
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campus arts calendar 
film
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 19
"The Virgin and the Gypsy••. IDB
Movie, 130 Little Hall. 7 and 9:30 p.m.
"Last Tango in Paris-. Italian Film
Festival. Hauck Auditorium. 7 and 9:30
p.m.
"Antonio and Rosario'', Sandwich
Cinema. North Low n Room. Memorial
Union. 12 noon.
Film Society Meeting. 1912 Room.
Memorial Union 7 p.m.
THURSDAY. MARCH 20
"The Virgin and the Gypsy", 1DB
Movie. 130 Little Hall, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
FRIDAY. MARCH 21
"The Was We Were,- MUAB Movie.
Hauck. 7 and 9:30 p.m.
SATURDAY. MARCH 22
"Happy Birthday Wanda Jane-. MUAB
Movie. Hauck. " and 9:30 p.m.
SUNDAY. MARCH 23
"A Very Natural Thing-. The Dirt%
Half-Dozen film series. 100 Nutting. 3, '•
and p.m.
''F he Human Race is Losing", "Th,.
Ne% Ones-. Bangor Room 2 p.m.
MONDAY, MARCH 24
"American Revolution: The Cause of
Liberty", Sandwich Cinema. 12 noon,
North limn Room.
WEDNESDAY. MARCH '46
"Wait Until Dark". IDIT Moyie. 110
Little Hall. 7 & 9:30 p.m.
"Garden of the Finzi-Connms". Italian
Film Festiy al. Hauck. ' & 9:30 p.m.
"American Revolution: The Impossible
War". Sandwich Cinema. North Lown
Room. 12 noon.
THURSDAY. MARCH r
"Wait Until Dar", 1DB Moyle. 130 Little
Hall, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
MONDAY. APRIL -
-Middle Age. A Wanderer's Guide-,
Sandwich Cinema. North Lon Room. 12
noon.
"The Thing". Science Fiction I Film
Series. 100 Nutting. 7 & 9:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 9
-Discovenng the Music of the Middle
Ages-. Sandwich Cinema, North Lown
Room. 12 noon.
"Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman-
'DB MoYie 130 Little Hall 7 & 9:30 p.m.
THURSDAY. APRIL 10
"Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman.-
IDB Movie, 130 Little Hall, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
FRIDAY. APRII 11
"Slaughterhouse Eke" and "The
Sugarland Express.- MUAB Double
Feature. Hauck Auditorium 6:15 and 10
p.m.
SATURDAY. APRIL 12
"Deliverance". MUAB Movie, Hauck
Auditorium. 7 & 9:30 p.m.
SUNDAY. APRIL 13
"Journey Through the Past". The Dirty
Half-Dozen film series, 100 Nutting, 3.5 &7
p.m.
•
MONDAY. april 14
"The Sad Clowns.- Sandwich Cinema
North town Room. 12 noon.
"The Time Machine-. Science Fiction
Film Series. 100 Nutting. & 9:30 p.m.
music
TUESDAY. MARCH 18
20th Century Music Ensemble. Donald
Stratton director. Hauck Auditorium 8:15
p.m.
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 19
1 MO Concert Series. Fernando Valenti,
8:1; Memorial Gymnasium.
THURSDAY. MARCH 20
Toni Thibeau. Ram's Horn Coffee
House, 9 & 10:15 p.m.
FRIDAY. MARCH 21
Open Hoot, Ram's Horn Coffee House,
Record Hop. sponsored by MUAB.
Johnny Angel & Angel Baby. 8:30 Damn
Yankee Room. Memorial Union.
SATURDAY, MARCH 22
Steve Blanchard. Ram's Horn ( oTtc,
House. 9:00 & 10:15 p.m.
SUNDAY. MARCH 23
Stravinsky's Symphony of Psalms and
Handel's Messiah, Easter portion.
Performed by the Oratorio Society and
Orchestra. 8:15 p.m.. Memorial Gymnasi•
um
n::::::::',1•SS:WWW1141MX40:44.•;;;:;:~XiiNiKt5W4c1181WMOWNW
:•:.Benjayrin's Tavern
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY AT 9 P.M.
WED & THUR FRI SAT SUN
MORGAN OESTROPHONE
123 Franklin St. Banger, Maine 942-7492
ATTENTION-FOR SALE BY BID
The University of Maine offers for sale by sealed bid the
vehicles listed below:
1 - 1974 Chrysler New Yorker 4-Dr. Sedan
4 - 1972 Chev. Station Wagons (6-pass.)
1 - 1966 Int. Travel-All
1 - 1958 Int A120 4 x 4 Pickup
Bids may be submitted on any or all vehicles.
Vehicles may be viewed at,the University of Maine Garage,
Monday thru Friday from 7:15 A.M. to 4:15 P.M. on the Orono
Campus where bid forms are available.
Bids will be opened at: 10:00 A.M. - Friday, March 28, 1975.
Quotations should be submitted in a sealed envelope marked
"Vehicle Bid' • and addressed to the Purchasing Department,
University of Maine at Orono. The Universtiy reserves the right to
accept or reject any Or all bids.
•
I HURSDAY. MARCH 27
Bill Rogers. Ram's Horn Coffee House. 9
and 10:15 p.m.
FRIDAY. APRIL II
Jeff Beady. Ram's Horn, Coffee House 9
and 10:15 p.m.
SATURDAY. APRIL 12
Bob Harrington. Ram's Horn Coffee
House 9 & 10:15 p.m
arts and exhibits
DurIng, tilt' month ot April. Carnegie
Hall will present a display of art by. the
UMO Faculty. To be displayed in Gallery
One. it will include the works of Eleese
Brown. David Decker, Ronald Ghiz.
Vincent Hartgen and Michael Lewis. This
exhibition will be featured until April 18th.
Galelry Two will house paintings and
sculptures by artists Who live or work in
Maine. In the Print Room of Carnegie, will
be the UMO Print collection. New
paintings by Elizabeth O'Malley. a
Castinc artist. will be exhibited in the lobby
of Hauck Auditorium. Drawings and
Paintings of E.E. Cummings will be on
Display. in the photo salon of the Memorial
Union. These are being made a% ailable by
Rushworth M. Kidder of Wichita Statt
University.
Second session of craft groups beg.:
this SS eck at the Hilltop Craft Center.
Art for the Year of the Hare
TUESDAY. MARCH 25
Tibetan Folktales. Kenneth Versand will
recite in the manner of the original Tibetan
storytellers. 202 Carnegie Hall. 7:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 26
The Principles of Chinese Painting.
Discussion with Kenneth Versand. 202
Carnegie, 1:00 p.m.
THURSDAY. MARCH 27
Ch'an and Zen in Painting.
Lecture. 202 Carnegie, 7:30 p.m. fl
Slide
Specializing in:
Hairpieces
Styling
Razor Cutting
Walk-in service
or by-appointment
OPEN
Toes-Thurs., 6 a.m. -5:30 p m
Fri., 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat., 7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
35 N. Main st.. Old Town
Tel. 827-5531
•
Came in and see my
ALL NEW
QUIK PIC
RESTAURANT
AND DELI
(formerly Snack Shack Restaurant ,
Completely Remodeled & Updated for complete service
Featuring an ALL NEW MENU
Full Service Deli Case
Subs & Daily Specials
Phone 866-3118 for delivery of subs &
Your favorite Beverages
(Slight Delivery Charge)
0 .0
o
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glacirS
26 Mill Street
SPRING CLEARANCE SALE
DATE MARCH 11-22
Dave & Brian are having a Spring
Record Clearance Sale
'
All
$6 98 List, our price $4 99 reduced to $4.49
$5 98 List, our price $4 49 reduced to $399
RTIN ACOUSTIC LIGHT GAUGE STRINGS-2 SETS FOR $6.
Stock Up Now! We will have all your favorites.
OPEN 11:00-5:30 MON -SAT.
0 0 0
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The Golliwogs— Pre-Creedence
Fantasy F-44-4
With so mans decent artists' recording
contracts being cancelled these days
because of an alleged vinyl shortage. this
disc represents not onl% an outright rip-off.
but also an audacious disregard of an%
sense of priorities on the part of Fantas%
records.
The entire lp is made up of 14 circa 14464
recordings of the goup that later became
Creedence Clearwater Revival—consisting
of brothers Tom and Joh Fogerty on
rhythm and lead guitars and vocals; Stu
Cook on bass: and Doug Clifford on drums.
As the liner notes reveal. Creedence was
more or less born *hen "four high school
friends from El Cerrito. California*. signed
with Fantasy in 1464, using the name "the
Golliwogs." The trouble is, with the
exception of three cuts on side two. all of
the material on the album is virtually
indistinguuishable from an% other early
bO's band, and one is hard put to detect any
hint that this album is early Creedence.
The first three songs on side one. "Don't
Tell Me No Lies." "Little Girl (Does Your
Mama Know?)." and "Where You Been'
are a regular excursion back to the record
hop of "Time Won't Let Me" yintage.
complete with over-use of reyerb on the
.s and extra-tang y guitar Mork a la
the S:ntures. The Gollivvogs here sound
more like a mixture of the Dave Clark Foe
and the Beach Boys than an% thing
resembling what they later became. The
lyrics, of course, are your standard s%rupy
teen-age love genre.
'i ou Came Walking'' brings us perhaps
a y -ar ahead as group vocals and an
extremely trebly fuzz guitar lead are added
to the same old material.
'You Can't Be True'' is a fairly
interesting rhvthm and blues cut. but most
any band worth its salt could have done it,
even in that era. It is yet-% reminiscent of
the Rolling Stones' first album (especiall%
"I'm a King Bee") in its use of harp and
tempo.
'You Clot Nothin On Me'• is Chuck
Berry's "Roll Over Beethoven'. with
different lyrics—pure and simple.
'Brown-Eved Girl' not to be confused
with Van Morrison's tune of the same title.
ends side one. Coincidentally enough. the
music is copped. nearly note for note. from
Morrison's original biggie "Gloria". and
John Fogerty 's lead vocal approximates
the screaming style of Morrison's early
work.
It's very close to impossible to tell by
hearing side one that these four musicians
evolved into Creedence.
Side two opens with "You'd Better Be
Careful", which is mostl% more of the same
trash, except this cut sounds borrowed
from either the Zombies or earls Pual
Revere and the Raiders.
"Fight Fire." thc second cut, is the first
one on the lp in which the listener might be
able to pick out that peculiar strained vocal
style that the brothers Fogerty are now
noted for. But the Creedence aura remains
hidden for the most part, and the music is
still bland.
"Fragile Child" begins the swing to
music that might be identified as the roots
of Creedence. It features that certain
interplay between drums and guitar chord
patterns that became one of the ther
trademarks. Yet the music is overly simple
and it reaks of those familiar E-D-A chord
patterns of the era.
"Walking on the Water." a very
interesting cut. is the first of those that are
clearly. recognizable Creedence. With a
provocative tempo and some fairly good
fuzz and cold guitar work, this song could
quite likely hold its own on the AM radio
market of today. And Cook's bass playing
complements the tempo well.
"You Better Get It Before It Gets You**
is pure Creedence, complete with a strong
Fogarty vocal, and that total lack of frills
that marked all of Creedence's major
material. This cut even includes a brief
passage featuring Fogarty 's famous vocal
chords accompanied only by drums, as is
done frequently by. the band in later years.
The onl% shortcoming of the tune is that it
ends just as it starts to get going. with one
of those frustrating early bO's style
fade-outs designed to get you to plunk your
nickel in the juke box to hear it again.
"Porter.ille." the next cut, is the only.
one on the lp that Creedence fans are likels
to recognize, since it made their first for
now, second) album. Creedence Celarwa•
ter Revival. Basically, there isn't much
difference between this version and the
later one, as the vocals are just as strong.
0
0
third annual
photography unto
Two classes 1. professional 2. A matuer
$10 first prize in each class $5 second prize
Rules : 1. Black and white only
2. Limit 3 prints
3. All prints must be mounted
4. 11 x 14 inches maximum
5. A nyone associated with the
Maine Campus is ineligible
bring prints to Steve Ward, 106 Lord Hall
with that haunting "I don't Care" refrain.
The amount of revert+ used in recording is
perhaps the only. difference.
"Call It Pretending.- the last cut out he
disc, seems to be an earlier work than the
three it follows, because the music is
highly reminiscent of early Young Rascals,
and the lyrics are strictly early 60's AM
radio caliber.
On the whole, the quality of recording of
this lp is typical of its time. which means
it's second rate by today's standards. The
Goihwogs is a rip-off mostly because the
material definitely does not provide "a
fascinating example of the birth of a band**
that "shows the roots of a concept which
the world now knows as Creedence
('learyvater Revival," as the jacket would
have us believe.
This lp conies recommended only for the
most dey sued. dved•in-the-wool Creedence
fans, ho might be willing to shell out S5
for three godd but early Creedence cuts.
by Steve Parker
Dragon Fly
Jefferson Starship
RCA BFL1-0-1-
For as long as can be remembered.
Jefferson Airplane has been struggling on
the outside to hold up the inside. Grace
Slick and Paul Kanter. Jefferson Starship
tthe new Airplane of sorts) has just
concluded a major tour promoting their
latest %Inv! effort Dragon Fly.
Most of us grew with Airplane in the
heat of student oppression and revolution.
orange sunshine. and Woodstock. The
Kanter Slick duo just wasn't your
Carpenters of yesteryear. They gave birth
to the genre of music categorized as acid
rock(?). One wonders how Grace Slick.
with her distinct bitter-sweet vocals, could
deal convincingly with themes with any bit
of human feeling in them. She has always
possewd that icy remoteness.
Dragon Fly is, however. listenable and
engaging. Craig Chaquieo has joined
Starship as well as Pete Sears: Chaquico
on guitar. Sears a pro on bass and
keyboards_
If you're an Airplane person. Dragon
ill meets all expectations within your ear.
The best cut is b%. far the seven-and-a-half-
minute sexy and nostalgic "Caroline". It
unites Marty Balm n with what was left of his
band. Balm acts as the' acid neutralizer'•
so to speak of the Slick Kanter harshness.
He adds the needed spark throughout the
album making Dragon /qv a decent effort
on the part of Slick Kanterand Starship.
Gary Robb
David Live
David Bowie
RCA Victor CP1.2-0"I
And then there's Bowie. Where would
all this whmock glitter-rock scene be
without the glamour boy himself?
Bowie's latest contribution is a
disappointment. It is absurd to begin with
to trs to capture the "live" Bowie on
record. It just ain't the same. And this
double album is testimony. It lumps
together the facest of Bow ies music into A
oneness. It is really boring. The back-up is
one-dimensional, the I cuts are flat. Some
of the cuts are extended, but the band adds
no identity .
Sure. it's Bowie, centerstage all the was.
But Instead of providing the intimacy of his
performance, the effort on record only
sticks Bowie's lack of stage manner out (if
you'll excuse the cliche) like a sore thumb.
His vocals are slurred for the most part and
hurried What Bow ie offers in concert is
lost to heavy breathing on record.
If you've ever seen Bowie, hearing this
album would make vou think he's having a
reall% had night. Wait for the next Bow ie
record or bu% something else. Since he's
lost long-time partner Mic Ronson to the
Rolling Stones, however there just might
not be another decent Bowie. It could be
the end of Bow it's reign at the top of the
glam.
h% Gary Robb
00==== United Artists
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19, HAUCK AUD.
7 and 9:30 p.m., Admission 75 cents
UNIVERSITY of MAINE at ORONO.
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The Real Lenny Bruce
Lenny Bruce
Fantasy F-79003
In 1961. Lenny Bruce was busted for
obscenity in California for saying
"cocksucker" during a performance.
Almost fifteen year% later. Dustin Hoffman
has won an Academy Award nomination
for using the same language in portraying
Lenny's life on the screen.
1 first remember hearing of Lenny Bruce
when I was a kid. My father had his
biography and he wouldn't let nit' read it. I
remember hearing an album by Lenny
maybe 10 years ago. The only thing 1
remember about it was that the guy talked
so fast it was hard to understand him.
Recently I saw the movie "Lenny" and
for some reason this was not how I
remembered him as being. The movie tried
to show Lenny as a philosopher fighting
against an unjust world. While this is part
of Lenny's mythical image and there
always was a moral point to his bits, he was
a comic first and a preacher second.
The I heard this album. "The Real Lenny
Bruce." I can't ever remember laughing so
hard at a comedy album. And the real
funny part is that this material was written
over 15 years ago and it still knocked me off
my chair.
Every comic out today owes a lot to
Lenfl% Bruce. Lenny was the first
experimental comic, taking the idiom as far
as it would go. He so sick of doing what he
called ''tits-and-ass" jokes and the
standard "a funny thing happened to me
on the was' routines that have become the
stock in trade of the nightclub circuit.
Lenny took scenes from everyday living
and, like any true artist, subjected them to
his ow n impressions and presented them to
the world. Some of it was painful to ear
because it was so true. Funny but true. He
slaughtered every sacred cow he came up
against. Subjects that were too hot to
handle for most comics. Lenny was only too
happy to tackle. Lake the big bussiness of
religion. hypocrisy in government and
inconsistancies of the world in general.
And if he were alive today, as the liner
notes suggest, he would undoubtedly be
attacking Ford and Kissinger for preaching
the virtues of capitalism on the one hand
while threatening the Arab oil nations with
military force when they practice it.
But while every comic owes a lot to
Lenny, no one is picking up where he left
off. Lines from his routines are copied (or
stolen) constantly by comedians. In fact, it
was quite surprising to listen to this album
and hear lines that are standard jokes
today and realize that they were Lenny's
creation.
But no comic is making us laugh at
ourselves like Lenny did. No comic is
attacking the hypocrisy like Lenny did.
George Carlin is funny, but he realy isn't
much more then a 1970's style Milton
Berle. So where is Lenny when we need
him?
Lenny is here on this album, just as
funny today as he was 15 years ago, maybe
funnier. Not much has changed since
Lenny left. The Big Lie still stares us in the
face every day. White collar criminals get
light sentences while pot smoking
teenageers get ten years. It's one big circle
and Lenny knew it long before anyone
believed him. Lenny chewed up the system
and spit it out for the world to see. And it
was funny. But the system had the last
laugh. The police harrassed Lenny to
death, effectively prevented him from
performing in most cities, and when he
died from what Phil Spector called an
overdose of police, the system tried to tell
us that he was a strung out junkie, a sick.
foul-mouthed prevert.
The truth is Lenny was no addict He
rarely used pot. and when he did take an
occassional dose of morphine it was only to
get away from the heat that was constantly
around him. He used to work long hours
into the night working out routines in his
head, or later on trial litigations. and he
would take something to keep going once
in awhile. But he was never so strung out
on dope that he was incoherent on stage. as
the movie depicted. And the only time
Lenny really forgot what he was saying and
had to stop his show was once when he
happened to mention his father's name
during an act and couldn't continue. It had
nothing to do with drugs. That was the real
Lenny Bruce.
For that reason, the people who liked the
movie may not like this album. On the
other hand, the people who were
disappointed with it. as I was. will probably
like this album. Lenny has made several
albums but they are hard to find. Most of
them were done with his cooperation.
which means Lenny censored himself to
insure sales of the album. But this
collection is uncut and contains some of his
most famous bits. It comes just at the right
time. whenLenny has surfaced again as a
cult hero. This album aptly titled, will set
the record straight.
There is no way to describe a Lenny
Bruc• !,• 'formance. Any attempt would
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only detract from the sheer poetry of his
moy ements. his language, and his timing.
But it is amazing to note that what Lenny
was doing in the early sixties is only now
being accepted as legitimate comedy. Case
in point is Lenny's hsyterical bit "How to
Relax Your Colored Friends at Parties.** It
contains every cliche of the times, how
blacks have a natural sense of rhythm, how
they have an affinity for watermellon and
friend chicken. etc. It's the kind of stuff
Archie Bunker says all the time. But this
was 1%1 arid Time Magazine called it
"sick."
"Religions Incorported." also included
on this two record set, is probably Lenny's
most famous bit and without a doubt his
most cntroyersial. even by todav's
standards. But it is hilarious. So is "White
Collar Drunk." Lenny explains that when
Red Skelton did an impression of a drunk it
was always of a skid-row bum, the kind
nobody ever sees. So Lenny does the white.-
collar drunk and it's perfrect.
The other routines are equally as funny.
Some of them appear for the first time on
an album, like a song Lenny wrote for Top
40 radio called "My Werewolf Mama." It
was never released but would probably be
a hit today.
Ralph J. Gleason. who is now a
contributing editor for Rolling Sone, put
this collection together. In Lenny's book,
"How to Talk Dirty and Influence People."
Lenny gives Gleason credit for being the
first reporter to defend him when he was
having truble with the law. Lenny' loved
Gleason for it and this album is put
together with an equal amount of live. The
liner notes by Gleason put Lenny's bits in
the proper perspective and explains some
Yiddish terms that Lenny uses in his bits.
It's a great collection. With all the myths
and stories floating around, this album
tells the story better then anyone. Nobody
can he Lenny Bruce. not Dustin Hoffman,
not Cliff Gorman, not even George Carlin.
Only Lenny could take the terror out of
words like nigger and kike and greaseball.
Only Lenny could show us the difference
between what America is supposed to be
and ;he painful reality of what it actually is.
He always said there is no good and bad.
'only what is He was a preacher. a satirist,
a genius. The best scene in the film
"Len n y" comes at the end when his
girlfriend Hones looks into the camera with
tears in her eyes and speaks the one truth
of the movie: "He was just so damn
funny.' 
He sure was.
by Dennt% Burley
This Is the Moody Blues
Moody Blues
Threshold 2 THS 12 13
It has been two years since the Moody
Blues released their last album. Seventh
Soiourn. and many have waited for their
eighth release. An unfortunate event
occurred a year ago, when the group finally
broke up—the result of lack of purpoe.
This Is the Moody Blues will surely be
their last release, excepting the chance of
their regrouping once again. It is not a new
album, but rather an anthology. of their
seven disks released from 196' to 192.
with one new cut, *Simple Game,*
After seven remarkable albums, the
latest release can only be in the same
tradition when taken from all of them—the
only problem arising from being able to fit
only so much on two disks. But for anyone
riot familiar with this English group, it is a
RECRDER CENTER
Large selection of Recorders
priced from 2 50 to 500 00 -
Renaissance Wind Instruments -
VIOLS - MUSIC- LESSONS -
44 Central St . Bangor -
Thurs., Fri. 1-5. Sat. 10-4
945-5488
good way to get some of the most
important roots in the history of modern
music.
What makes the Moody Blues so
popular?
It's a tough question to answer, for you
think of many reasons. Most certainly one
of them is that the group of five
"pioneered" the was for highly a tuned,
well orchestrated blending of rock with
traditional orchestral groups. In earlier
records, back-up was provided by the
London Festival Orchestra as in "Tuesday
Afternoon" and "Nights in White Satin.-
But superior musicianship of the group
itself has to be realized as well, and is, in
this set,
"Simple Game" follows the style of the
group, recorded somewhere between their
second and third releases in 1968. In
search of the Lost Chord and On the
Threshold of a Dream. In the five years of
their prominence. the Moody Blues did not
follow the *in' path of top-forty.but instead
sought out and experimented with new
forms. Each individual recording attempts
to tell a story, which unfortunately is lost in
this "best of • set.
If your looking for an introduction to the
group. this release is a good beginning.
The choice of cuts is well representative
arid provides a definite insight to their
music. It was unfortunate they broke up.
but this allows a new living in the past
by Steve. Ward
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Freebee and the Bean
Freebie and the Bean is a very sick and
very lousy movie. It has been playing at a
local theatre for weeks, for some
unexplainable reason, and I do wish with
all sincerity that it would he removed
immediately.
It's about two cops without any notion
whatsoever of morality as they maim, kill.
insult, and in general make royal assholes
of themselves. The film is so warped. in
fact. that Alan Arkin (who plays Bean)
discredited his incolyernent with the
picture with the lamebramed excuse of "I
only did it for the money.-
Freebie features car chases ad nauseam
but the one cruel thing about the
high-speed thrills of this movie is that
pedestrians do get in the was and do get
hit. To top off all this sadism, in a scene
that ranks high in the annals of
disgustingness. these two cops plow
their car right through the midst of a street
parade and leave behind the bruised and
broken bodies of children. And guess
whom they're chasing? Some guy involved
in a pCIMS -ante theft job.
The blantantl% homosexual banter
between Freebie (James Caan) and his cop
pal Bean is exceptionally obvious; they.
keep hugging each other and at one point
Freebie even invites his buddy to come live
with him. Fyen though blood-lust
immorality is their way of life. when Bean
suspects (wrongly) that his wife is haying
an affair he nearly hits insanity and her in
the process.
ICs hard to imagine Freebie and the
Bean being more worthless. and in case
you haven't guessed yet, all this reckless
violence is rated "R••.
Merlon &undo as Pert and Maria Schneider as Jeanne
become drunk with champagne in a Tango dance hall during
ih,- breakup ot their volatile relationship. Bernardo
Hi-rio/u, is highls controversial film. which had its American
ii/leg,- premiere last May at (MO. returns this Wednesday
Hum& al ' and et 01
bs Bill Gordon
Naval baffle to be film feature
The Kennebec Film Makers Associatio
(KFA) is the first state-wide effort to bring
together film producers. writers and actors
in Maine for production of film.
The Association first began four years
ago when its director. Leon Tebbetts.
opened headquarters in Hallowell.
Tibbems. who has produced a 7S-minute
feature film entitled The Musk Bea in
Super Mini, decided last December to
expand the small group and make a feature
for the nation's bicentennial. The more
than 60 active members of the group
gathered on the UMO campus on Sunday.
March 9. to discuss their ambitious project .
With a budge estimated at S6,000 for a
film to he shot in Ihmm. the feature will
concern the first naval battle of the
American Revolution. In 1'75. a group of
armed citizens from Machias com-
mandeered the sloop Unity and then
attacked and boarded the British warship
Margaretta. During the brief fighting.
Freshly-Cut Flowers
_
Tropical Plants
Imported Gifts
Ckintufigilst
TEL: 866-2100
46 Main St., oron
OPEN MON-SAT. 9-5
seseral British %cAmk.n Acre killed.
The Association is already planning
fund-raising efforts, and they hope to get
match funds from the Maine Arts and
Humanities Commission. One Portland
tele%ision station has already expressed
interest in screening the film. which its
makers hope will go into shooting this
summer. The film's relatively low cost is
due to the yolunteered help of the KFA•s
members. who are both professional and
amateur filmmakers.
In addition to the Margaretta project,
members hayc made their own indepen-
dent films and Martin Meltz of Pownal.
who has made television commercials, is
planning to teach a low -cost course in film
proudciton. They are encouraging forma-
tions of local film clubs and according to
Arthur Dostic. a UMO student. "The idea
is snowballing:*
by Bill GfirdOIS
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Leon Tebbetts
One of the ad
row %CUM crash
scenes, frequent in
Freebie and the
Bean.
Towering Inferno hits depths
Why. such capable performers as Paul
Newman and Faye Dunav•ay. agreed to
compete in this film with the L.A. Fire
Department. the San Francisco Fire
Department, the waterworks, and the
special effects geniuses of Hollywood. can
not probably he answered unless one
hazards the all-American guess—money.
Newman does get to display the fruits of
his personal physical fitness program (he's
50 and runs several miles each daY I as he
climbs up and down the screen and
Dunaway appears in a very decollete
costume (Cher watch out), but the acting
hoorahs are stolen by 0.J. Simpson as a
down-to-earth (in this picture?) security.
guard. Fred Astaire as an aged con-man,
and SteYe McQueen as the super-hero of
the hour—fire-fighter extraordinaire. The
picture is produced by Irwin Allen. ot
Poiseiden Adventure fame, but tne
characterization vignettes are. in tlos
sequel, unfortunately outclassed by the
spectacle of the fireworks.
Some moments of the action are
breath-taking, once one gets sucked into
cli k $2.041 off
191%..9 ( arise: Nair Sivitieg
first Hair sigh.
4-
942-07M
Tins", • togli • R.,rtn
lirIKT • Kam,
Irish this ad
44 NanInwnd
116'.1.w
the action. whk- h includes innummerable
explosions, dummies falling out. of
skyscraper windows, and singed firemen.
The entire scenario might be called
"Architect's Nightmare- or "Return to
Sodom and Gomorrah.- The latter epithet
is not spurious, for if one bothers to
scrutinize the symbolism of the film, the
results are interesting
An An n Rand type hero, the architect, a
self-made man, out•doorsman, honest and
straight-shooting. bursting with old-fas-
hioned integrity (he'd just as soon climb
up a pipe shaft to rescue a pussy cat as
make lose to his wife), is betrayed by the
machinations of the self-seeking, profiteer-
ing builder and his Machiavellian
son-in-law (Richard Chamberlain fans may.
be upset with this casting), who by cutting
building costs, have created a fire-trap.
The implication is there that the profit
orientation of modern industrial capitalism
has built a facade so unsound that it
destroys itself on the eye of its inaugural
party. However. all is not lost. At the film's
conclusion, the fireman will guide the
architect in building sound structures fit
for human life tno more than seven stories
high as the former earlier sermonizes?).
However exquisite, the symbolism is
lost in the sadistic titillation of witnessing
scores of people burned, maimed drowned,
and others decimated. Is this orgiastic
celebration of destruction I975's Holly-
wood equi%alent to the Busby Berkeley
speetakulars of the 30's which took
people's mind off that depression? Are we
turning in our escapist entertainment to
images of annihilation. and dui, w hat does
this 'S3% about the future of our society? ****
by Roberta Spec!
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arts commentary
Television. Humanity's all-purpose
pacifier.
When was the last time vou watched it?
last night? Right now'
When was the last time you saw
s ,mething good on it? I mean really
...•,od! Gist' up?
If you're like me. you probably. watched
Midnight Cowboy when it was on the tube
recently, and if you liked it at the theatre,
it's a sure bet you hated it on TV. They cut
it up so bad (Brenda Vaccaro's part was
, hopped to about rise minutes) that if you
hadn't seen it before, you probably didn't
know what the hell was going on.
I watched it with someone who hadn't
seen it before and had to tell her that Jon
Voigt was a male prostitute. It was barely
hinted at in clic TV presentation.
Or how about The Godfather? It wasn't
cut up as bad, but by compressing a
beautiful wide-screen color movie down
into a twleve-inch black and white box.
something is lost. And, the constant
, ommercials and the 24-hour break
between the two parts made it a complete
disappointment.
Let's see. w hat else is on TV besides
movies? The news. Ah, but is it news, or is
it just another slick production put together
to sell soap? If anyone is interested in
answering that question. I recommend the
latest issue of :MORE . which contains an
article that takes a bold look into the
making of an NBC television documentary.
I once thought that the Today show was
news. But last night Barbra Walters hosted
the TozoRht Show. News reporter or
late-night TV star? Someone once said that
Barbra Walters is a bigger star than
anyone she interviews. And to prove it, she
had Helen Reddy and Ann Landers on as
guests. (Yaw n ).
Ever wonder why more people watch
CBS news than any other' Dan Rather of
course. Now, Rather is a good reporter, but
every weeknight at 6:30 (and 11:15 on
Sundays) the nation's horny housewives
are glued to the TV set to drool over his
new %casting.
Don't laugh You're mother may be one
of them.
When you think of TV what comes into
you're mind (besides commercials and
ret uns)? GAME SHOWS! Popular in the
fifties, replaced by soap operas in the
sixties, and revived for the seventies, game
shows are as American as, you guessed it,
apple pie.
When you're little boy looks up at you
someday and asks what you do for a living.
how would you like to look at him straight
in the face and proudly. declare. "Daddy
plays games for a living"?
Arlene . Francis. Kitty Carlisle. Henry
Morgan. Soupy Sales. Bob Barker. Need I
say more? I could. In fact, a simple list of
the "professional" game show people
would fill a page.
Have you seen "Money Maze yet?
Wonderful program. It's almost as good
as that unforgettable game show a while
back "Treasure Island." Remember?
Contestants would get into little bathtub
boats and paddle over to tiny islands in
search of FABULOUS PRIZES! The boats.
naturally . would collapse and tip over to
howls of appreciative laughter (canned. of
The person that invented television must
has been sery bored. Or maybe he just
didn't realize that it would be turned over
Join the
third biggest
family in the
world.
Imagine an order of
22.000 priests and brothers in
73 countries around the world.
(That's a pretty big family.)
But that's what the
Salesians of St. John Bosco
are all about — a large family
of community-minded men
dedicated to the service of
youth (And no one gets lost)
In Italy in the 1800's a chance meeting between a poor
priest and a street urchin served to create a movement of such
success that it is still growing today. Don Bosco became the
priest who brought youth back from the streets — and
back to God.
He reasoned that a program of play learn and pray would
make useful citizens of the world He crowded out evil with
reason religion and kindness in a (what was then unheard of)
atmosphere of family.
The ideals of St. John Bosco are still with us today. His
work goes on in boys clubs, technical and academic schools.
guidance centers summer camps and missions And his very
human approach is very evident in the family spirit of the
Salesians This is the way he wanted it This is the way it is.
The Salesian experience isn t learned — its lived
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For more information about Salesian Priests and
P• —ers. mail this coupon to
Father Joseph MOW, S.O.S.
Salesians
Room A- 205
OF ST. JOHN BOSCO
Box 639 New Rochelle. N Y 10802
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to the likes of "the white tornado," dogs
that tell you their favorite dog food, cats
that sing, or "BIG WALLY" who jumps
out of the woodwork to sell )00 detergent
cin floorwax, or whatever the hell it is he
sells that's better than "the other leading
brand."
Is television getting better?sonie say
yes. Others say no. Many say who gives a
shit. But is there really any difference
between Dragnetand Adam 12 or Hawaii
Five-0 or Kaiak or Burette, etc. etc. etc. ?
Some say TV is getting 40me realism
in its programs. Is Freddie Prinz real? Is
"That's My Mamma" real? Even All In
The Family" has about run its course as a
comedy.
As you can see, television never
changes, it just travels in circles. Granted
that most sitcoms have abandoned canned
laughter for live audiences, but they are
still facing the same situations they did ten
and twenty years ago. Blind dates, plugged
drain, argument with the boss, noisy
neighbors, they've all been done and will
continue to be don
There must be something good on TV
sou %a'.. Of course. Television has been
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breath
around for over twenty years and
something good has been done. It's just
that I can't think ot anything.
_ Some shows are putting a disclaimer
before the broadcast to warn viewers tliat
offensive material migtit be presented.
Now this has possibilities. but when was
the last time you stayed up to watch a
B-grade movie and waited desperately for
the offensive material to come on and
finally decided they must have meant the
commercials?
'This could go on forever. The person
who said that TV is a vast wasteland was a
master of understatement.
The sad part of all this is that TV has the
potential to become the educator of the
nation. The educational network comes
close but it can't possibly reach the
audience that the commercial networks do.
Money is one reason.
Perhaps pay. TV is the answer, or cable
TV. or both. Either way. something has got
to change. but I'm not holding my
by Dennis Bailey
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Get It Together At
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Get the quote!
for fifty cents
••1 ou know. when we were talking
about budget, perspectively, it's easier
to talk retrospectively with specifies
than prospectively."
,or. James B. Longley
March 5. 1975
Available from the
Maine Campus
106 Lord Hall
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The Job of Sex
National Lampoon
Warner Paperback Library-
Maine Campus /March 18, 1975
The pulp-and-paper industry has
received a great boost in recent years from
the widespread and rapid proliferation of
so-called "sex-manuals-. The National
Lampoon. ever conscious of the faltering
state of Maine's paper companies. has
produced another manual, hoping its
publication will add new employment to
the sagging pay rolls of Great Northern.
Economic considerations aside, it's
about time someone laid bare the
pretentions of our new "liberated"
attitudes toward sex. And the Lampoon has
done it probably better than anyone else
could. Their parodies are always classic,
merciless pokes at American society's
hang-ups, ey en w hen those hang-ups are
shared by the authors.
The Job of Sex. ostensibly a take-off on
The Joy of Sex. actually attempts to
encompass all the manuals that treat sex as
some sort of scientifically fathomable
phenomenon. Well, maybe it is. but these
books ha% e a nasty. habit of seeing
themsely es in a very "righteous" id I may
use the term to describe this subject) light,
as does most of the current • 'pop
psychology." literature.
1
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We wish to THANK all
the students who res-
ponded so well to our last
back page ad. We are
SORRY that we omitted
our $3.00 minimum on
free delivery of food
between 8:00 P.M.&
11:00 P.M.
THANK YOU AGAIN
and
PLEASE KEEP CALLING
Literative although generally y cry
informatite. the sex manuals seem to he
laughing at those ads entureous sould sho,
after finding a suitably athletic partner,
would contort themselves into pretzles
instead of getting the whole thing over with
as quickly as is convenient. The Lampoon
is laughing at them for laughing at us, who
are laughing at the Lampoon.. .and so it
goes...
To sax The Job of Sex is funny is beside
the point. So we'll ignore that point
Billed as -a workingman's guide to
productive lovemaking- and illustrated
with pictures. The Jo!' of Sex begins as
would any production manual. "It's work.
Grueling, difficult, exacting and ex-
hausting work. But as you learn to produce
more and better orgasms, you'll find that
like all really tough jobs, sex has its own
rewards—the satisfaction, as you drift off
to sleep. of a job well done...''
The book continues xx ith chapter
headings of "Punching In.- "Otertime
Bonuses.- and "Dow flume and Layoffs.-
Under the chapter of "Inventory" we are
git en a section on the "passion ring.''
made of pure gold. v. ith a pure clear crystal
attached to it. **It has never been know n to
fail to provide a man with a permanent
bed-partner.- Of course. the description is
that of an engagement ring.
The illustrations, although rarely
associated with the text, are almost worth
the inflated price of this monumental work.
Touching and sensitise in their portrayal of
the touching and sensitite act of sexual
encounter. they stand as excellent
interpretations of the attitudes expressed
in the book, for those w ho lack the
imagination to picture some of the pert erse
acts outlined therein.
Not intended for beginners, puritans, or
small rodents. The Job of Sex costs less
than a six-pack of beer, and takes up only a
fraction of the space that six empty beer
cans would in your trash recepticle.
In these inflationary . recessive times,
one needs a few sucks. The Job Of Sex
supplies 147 per cent of the adult minimum
daily requirement of laughs and chortles.
Longlcy supplies the rest.
hs Zoltan
Color Test
edited by Ian Scott
Pocket Books. SI .95
Color?
Everyone knows w hat is and isn't
Happiness. sorrow . joy. frustration.—all
emotions can be expressed in color. But
few people realize the psychological
significance of cc or in determining
indiv ...dual personality .
The color test was developed by Dr. Max
tuscher in 194". ssho is known world-wide
in the field of color psx•chology . His
methods are now extensiyely used in
Europe for screening personnel and
psychological analysis. The xx hole test
consists of different color selections
from which the respondent makes 43
choices. These are interpreted, and an
accurate profile is 'blamed.
The book deals with the "quick test-.
xx hich. although not as detailed, is still of
considerable yalue in high-lighting specific
aspects of personality. The first part begins
with an explanation of color and its
psychological meaning. It then deals cc ith
the analysis of the test, and giy es
interpretation tables.
One ey ening recently.  xx hen together
with a group of friends. I pulled out the
book, and one by one. %se took the test and
examined analysis results. The general
concensus of thy group was that the results
were indeed inclicatiye of our personalities.
In some instances, the test analysis is
general at first glance, but w hen studying
the results, a pattern seems to detelop.
Color Test is only a basic primer for the
field of color psychology but neyertheless
manages to scrape the surface for tht
uninformed reader. It is well written. and
easy to comprehend for the lay man. If you
want a general understanding for the
principals of color analy xis, read it—but
don't expect to come away. an expert in the
field. or with an iii depth color analysis
b% r• 14 ard
YOU'RE WEARING
CONTACTS.
WE CAN MAKE THE
WEARING EASIER.
A lot easier.
You know that taking care of
your contact lenses can be a real
hassle.
You have to use a solution for
wetting. Another one for soaking.
Still another one for cleaning. And
maybe even another one for cushioning.
But now there'sTotal!' The
all-in-one contact lens solution that
wets, soaks, cleans and cushions.
It's a lot easier
than having to use
4 different solutions.
There are two
good ways to buy
Totals— the 2 oz.
size and the 4 oz.
size. Total* 2 oz. has
a free, mirrored lens
storage case, and the new economy
4 oz. size saves you 25%.
Total' is available at the
campus bookstore or your local
drugstore.
And voe're so sure yokel' like
Total* that well give you your second
bottle free. just send a Total' boxtop
with your name, address and college
name to:
Total. Allergan
Pharmaceuticals
2525 Dupont Drive
Irvine, California 92664
(Limit one per person.
Offer expires
July 31,1975.
TOTAL MAKES THE WEARING EASIER.
Available at the UMO Bookstore
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Husson, Colby win women's state hoop crowns,
UM() eliminated in first round of action
The Maine State women's collegiate
basketball tournament held March 13-15 in
the Memorial Gs m had all the ingredients
of a fine event, from two hotly contested
finals to the tearing down of the basketball
nets at tourney's cnd. The final game in
the A class which consists of UMO.
Husson. UM-Presque Isle. UMPG. Colby
and UM-Farmington. (the more exper-
ienced clubs in action) was a tense battle
between Portland-Gorham and Husson.
The two clubs came out quickly and
UMPG forged a 25-20 lead just before the
half. The fact that both clubs played tight
/one defenses and went on a five-minute
binge. where few points were scored, kept
the score in the first half down. It was a
very physical half with the officals making
sixteen calls against Portland-Gorham and
ten sersus Husson. The disparity in fouls
called became a factor late in the wend
half_
With 14:18 to go Portland-Gorham
threatened to pull away in that period with
the club taking a ten-point lead on three
consecutive layups. Husson, however.
began a surge and gist the difference down
to three with II minutes to play. Barb
leonard, from Brent% isix1. N.Y. made it a
two-point PG lead, but a foul shot by Mary
Begley and a muscle basket by 63 center
Darla Potter put PG out in front 43-37. with
":50 left.
Then Sue Skinner and Miss Leonard
scored for Husson Miss Potter helped PC;
regain a three-point lead. At the 6:09 mark
the load of fouls became very heavy for
Portland and kept them for being
aggresyise on defense. Karen Caputo
made a brace of fouls and shots and
Colleen Meehan added a third to tie the
game at 44. Miss Caputo then made two
‘sutside shots to gise Husson a sudden
Classifieds
BEER DRINKERS NEEDED: to
enjoy the sounds of Fat Cat
Revue, Tues night at the Depot
Tavern. Downtown Old Town
SV) to $95 PER WEEK/PART
TIME - Unlimited earning
potential in addressing enve-
lopes at home Companies pay
top money for that "personal"
touch. For further information
regarding opportunities with
these companies. send $2 to
PHOENIX ADVERTISING* P 0.
Box 11707, Atlanta, Ga 30305
REWARD for information lso-
ing to the hiring of strippers or
Go-Go Girls Call Doris 827-7343.
TERM PAPERS' Canada s
largest service For catalogue
send $2 to ESSAY SERVICES,
Box 1218 Niagara Falls, NY,
USA, 14302 Also, campus
representative required Please
write
A SINGULAR COLLECTION of
hand-made, Indian, turquoise &
silver jewelery, inexpensively
priced. Katandin candles
Potpourri, 32 Central St
Bangor, upstairs-downtown
SALES JOB - The Mains Campus
is looking for good salespersons
willing to work for a min of 12
hours a week making money.
Must have a car. Sr's need not
apply Pick up an application
from the Director of Advertising,
106 Lord Hall An equal
opportunity employer. • •
bs Al Coulombe
48 4-4 lead with 2:31 to play. The
Portland-Gorham squad had many
opportunities in those final minutes, hut
only converted when the embattled Miss
Potter scored a foul shot and another
hard-earned basket. But it was too little for
PG to catch up and Husson won 50-47,
proceeding to take down the nets with a
little help from their supporters.
While the nets were still up earlier.
UM-Presque Isle toot UM-Farmington
60-53, in the consolation game.
Farmington got down by ten with 10
minutes left in the first half but on the work
of Beth Ginn of North Yarmouth got it
down to five with 5:20 remaining. Presque
Isle then ran off eleven straight points to
take a 34-20 halftime lead and held it
throughout the second half. Becky Palmer
of Patten, Maine scored 17 to lead the
winners, while Linda Lowell of Biddeford
scored 13 for the losers.
The Coach of the UMO girl's team Rose
Milligan was relegated to the role of
official scorer in the final round as her team
lost two games and was eliminated. In the
open against UMPG. the Bears were a
71-54 loser as PG took a seven point
halftime lead and pulled away. Man
Begles, Denise Blais of Westbrook and
Darla Potter all scored 15 for
Portland-Gorham. while Cheryl Higgins of
Bangor had 18 for Maine-Orono. Later in
the losers bracket of the double elimination
torunes•UMPI took the Bears 79-67, with
Becks Palmer canning 36 for Presque Isle.
Miss Higgins was the top scor,:r for mainv
again with 21.
Other preliminary games found Husson
stopping Colby 63-45. with Karen Caputo
and Verna Eldridge of Brewer leading the
charge and taking UMPI 58-38 with Miss
Eldridge scoring 27. Also UM Farmington
expanded a six-point halftime lead to beat
Colby 60-33.
Condon named to New England senior squad
Steve Condon. the LIMO.% senior 6-4
guard. has been selected to play in the
annual post-season basketball game for the
New England seniors Tuesday (March IN)
at the University of Hartford. Hartford,
Conn.
Condon. a co-captain of the Black Bear
squad this past season. averaged 15,9
points per game and set a new school mark
for field goal accuracy in a single game
hen he hit l' of 19 field goal attempts and
tired 3 points in Maine's 91-90 win silver
trginia Commonwealth.
In his two years on the UMO varsity
Condon scored 667 points for a 14 points
per game average. A native of Presque
Isle. Me.. he transferred to the university
from Leicester Junior C'ollege.
The March 18 contest features seniors
from the University Division versus the
College Division graduates and is
sponsored by The New England Coaches
Association. Brown coach Gerry Alaimo
will handle the University Division (earn
while Gordon McCullough of Hartford will
direct the College Division squad.
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PEACE CORPS AND VISTA
RECRUITERS WILL BE ON CAMPUS AT
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE/ORONO
ON: MARCH 18th, 19th& 20th
Seniors and graduate students sign up
now with Placement for an interview
For more information. contact Placement Office
Year after year, semester
after semester, the
CollegeMaster from
Fidelity Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
:ampuses all over America.
Find out why.
Cali the Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster •
Field Associate
in your area:
CdegeMaster
DAVID L THERIAULT
Ma nagtor
24 Main Stow Tollophotte
ORONO, MAINE 207-866-4906
UNIVERSITY aNe" 1
OLD TOM • Sefteter aye • Gee Men
In the companion Class B tourney, for
school of smaller she, the finals game was
won by a wider margin hut was still
exciting. In this match Bates met
UM-Machias and rolled to a 38-28 halftime
lead as Priscilla Wilde of Bates and Carol
La Haye of Machias, 18 and 19 points
respectively, held their own personal
battle. Miss La 'Jaye was kept off the
scoreboard in the second half.however,
and Bates used a fast break to get a 20
point lead (with ten minutes to play) and
went on to win 78-51.
The third place game was a barn-burner
between Westbrook College and Bowdoin.
In the game. Westbrook jumped out to a
commanding 32-15 halftime lead. Jill
Bianucci of South Windsor, Conn. Trailing
10 points toward the end of the final
period. At the end of the game. Bosvdoin
had twelve-point deficit then with 2:55 left
the team rallied to trail by only two.
Westbrook kept their poise. however and
won 52-50.
Earlier action found Westbrook beating
Bates 38-30 with Priscilla Wilde scoring 23
for the winners. The Bates team got 29
points from their guards in the game. Also
it was UM Machias over Bowdom 48-32. in
A game Machias won at the foul line
making 12 of 17 foul shots. The most heroic
performance of the B tourney was turned in
by Chris Spath of UM Fort Kent. She
playing in her first season ever of women's
basketball was the entire offense for Fort
Kent in a 89-8 laugher turned in bs Bates
and she had ten against Westbrook in a
94-26 beating. Fort Kcnt, though they were
easily defeated in both games, showed
promise for the future as did all the other
teams in the three day r -
event
KEGS
-ICE-COLD WINES
(Reasonable Prices)
at
WADLEICHIS
STORE
Open ti JO 11 30 Mon.-Thurs.
till Midnight Fri., Sat
closes 10 p m Sun
Stillwater Ave Old Town 827-5504
NFL BROOKS' COMIC MASTERPIECE'
•  410*
6.60.1.• Mpret SA WPC*, v4M •
youmo
f's 1.4
1 00 MON
241k. Tat 127-300
DAILY 73116
414
TUES $150 WED.. THURS $200 FRI.. SAT . SUN
24 lk. Tel. 127-315,
UNIVERSITY CiNialha
OtO TOWN
INV
• s•ro•fs ft. este • Cow, Ples•
artntA uousTirs -
11HIRIAR ON Till
ORIENT tIPRESS"
irk
DART 7/10 • IPTIS
WINNER OF SIX
ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS
INC BEST ACTOR
ALBERT FINNEY
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
INGRID BERGMAN
D OVER 7TH WEEK
1.50 MON., TUES., WED., THURS..
MALL THEATRE
ORONO • At Stlhoeter Ave EIM
re the Universal', Mel
[Freebie and the Bean} . *1.00 MON., TUES., $1.50 WED., THURS., $2.00 FRI., SAT., S
$2.00 FRI., SAT., SUN
24 lir. Tel. 127-7216
DAILY 7:00 a, woo
Above allwit's a love story.
Alan James
Arldn Caan ,1. FR- EIGHTH
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Library course to be phased out
B. %aerie Heikkinen
An administrative decision has been
made by the department of Library
Service. a graduate program. to
discontinue the program as soon as all
presently-enrolled students Poise receieed
their degrees. James C. MacCampbell.
chairman of the unaccredited department.
estimates the phase-out will take three
sears.
"Money is the main reason the librare
sere ice sill he discontinued." MacCampell
said.
When we first started the program in
'63 there were plenty of jobs available for
librarians." he explained. "Two years ago,
it came to the point w here it was
impossible for an unaccredited student to
compete in the librarian Ecld."
"In order for us to get accredited by the
proper accrediting body, in our case, the
American Library Association. we have to
has e more full time faculte and daytime
program with a sufficient number of full
time students." MacCampbell said. "As it
stands now we onle have one full-time
Davies' hitchhiking bill scheduled
A bill calling for the legalization of
hitchhiking in Maine is expected to pass
through the House Judiciary Committee
this week and reach the House floor by the
end of the month. said Rep. Richard C.
Da% lel, Orono.
Daeies. sponsor of the bill, expects it to
pass unanimously. with only one
amendment added. The amendment limits
hitchhiking to daylight hours but permits
the hitchhiker to stand an place on Maine
roads except the paeement. The NIL
according to Dae res. is faeored over the
one introduced be Rep. Rodney Quinn of
Gorham because Quinn's bill "contains all
kinds of limitations."
The "limitations" Davies referred to
include limiting hitchhiking in certain
areas at certain times and requires the
possession of some kind of positiee
identification at all times w hue hitchhiking.
Davies claimed such limitations "ineoler a
lot of red tape.••
"I alwaes was a hitchhiker meself...
Da% le% explained. If adopted. this bill will
make it legal for a person to hitchhike and
at the same time alit-elate some people's
inhibitions about picking up hitchhikers.
"At least it will be legal: they still base
the choice whether to pick up hitchhikers,"
Da% le% pointed out.
faculty member and only 12 full-time
students...
MacCampbell added. however, "we live
part-time students admitted in the
graduate school...
He submitted a proposal to the deanof
the graduate school to get 5 more faculte
in the next five years and to recruit more
full-time students.
MaeCampbell commented. "I would also
like to see the program continue. hut I
can't take a stand on a program that is in a
crowded field."
According to the head librarian, the
for vote soon
Da% ies cited the energy crisis as one of
the major reasons he chose to sponsor the
hill. "Mame has yerv little mass transit,
and what it does ha % c. is
ex pc nsi% e • • Da% it's said
cetremele
Workers rally today in Augusta
A rally protesting Gosernor James
Longley's budget proposals will be held
today in Augusta. Organized by the
American Federation of State. County and
Municipal Employees AFSCMEI. the
demonstration will begin at Q a.m, with
picket lines on the State House steps and
end later in the afterntkin with a rally at the
Augusta Armory.
So far, only six students haee signed up
at the student goeernment offices to trae el
to Augusta in a bus pro% ided b% the
AFSCME. Despite the low student turnout.
Senate President Jeanne Bailey said many
state and um% ersite emploeces will be
attending.
"According to, (Rep. Richard) Da% ies
many legislators are intending to honor the
picket lines." Bailey said. "The ones that
haeen't decided probable won't enter the
building if someone is blocking their was "
Bailee said the picketers will attempt to
shut dow n regular business at the
legislature for the day and get the attention
of the ginernor. Da% ics has said he will
honor the lines.
The main purpose of the rally is to
protest the go% ernor's freeze on wage
increases for state emploses. Jerry Wurf,
president id the AFSCME. will address the
rails at the armors, where workers and
legislators will gather
proposal was turned down because "the
efforts to meet accreditation standards
se Onld result in the program costing
SI00.01X) at the end of fi% evears."
President Howard R. Neville said
Thursdas that the decision to discontinue
the program came from MacCampbell to
Vice Pressident for Academic Affairs James
Clark to him. Neville said the program was
"not that high a priority" and that he
approeed the decision to discontinue it • 'on
the basis that if we're going tohave a
program. it ought to be of a high quality."
fhe president estimated it se ould Cost
between S/40.(U) and S100,000 to obtain
accreditation for the program.
An don t to override the administration is
decision has been organized and a meeting
of alumni and students is scheduled for this
Fridae at 3 p.m. at Hilltop. The purpose
of the meeting is to see it enough support
CAll he developed to approach the
chancellor and. eventualle, the legislature.
Don Gould, an alumnus of the graduate
program and chairman it the meeting.
said. "Most of us weren't aware that there
was a decision pending until it was too late
to do anething. We feel the decision was
ramritdded."
"Thee claim the main reason for
discontinuing the program is because thee
are not accredited. he said. "The point I'd
like to bring up is that thee neeer eeen
tried to get accreditation. When you Ire to
get accreditation, the accreditation board
comes in and checks the program out and
then makes recommendations. I don't
think our program was e% er checked out".
he claimed.
Gould also disputed the "lack of jobs"
assessment.
"I don't think they haw done their
imew iwk. How do they know people
aren't getting jobs. All they have is an
outdated SUIS e charged Gould.
Miss Maine comments on value of pageants
"Many people think beauty pageants are
based strictle on beauty. It's true that
sonic are, but mans are based on much
more, such as poise. ability to answer
tricky questions. knowledge of current
world problems. grace and talent. I feel
strictly beauty pageants are of limited
yalue. but the more broad pageants show
eicu as a more rounded person and are
valuable in that they make you a more
confident person. And I think anything
that makes you more confident is an asset
to the societe you lot in." Miss
Maine-USA. Denise Hill. said, expressing
her opinions if beauty pageants in a recent
Campus inters icw.
Hill, a senior English major currently
student-teaching at John Bapst High
School in Bangor. feels she is "a more
confident person" as a result of her
participation in beauty pageants.
"I am much more at ease in job
interviews and can express my eiews more
confidently .•• she said. "Pageants haee
forced me to be a more outgoing person."
Hill was second runner-up in three
contests last year. She was second
runner-up in the Miss UMO pageant of the
Miss America dieision: the Miss Greater
Bangor. Miss America Pageant: and the
Miss New Jersee. World Pageant.
When asked why she decided to enter
her first pageant. Miss Maine said simply.
•'the scholarship money." But she has
also found that. "I really enjoy them
(pageants). Fee met a lot of people because
i1 them. You also really get to know hoe% to
judge people. And a lot of times it's a way
of broadening eourself.'•
Concerning her opinion of "women's
lib." Miss Maine said. "I don't think I'm a
less liberated person because Fee been in
pageants. And I think the people that
know me don't look down on me because
Fee been in them. Some radical feminine
types might look down on me. but I think
they are just practicing ree erse discrimina-
tion.'
Asked if being Miss Maine will change
her life. Hill replied. "Well. I'm going to
base to miss my graduation. and I'm going
to reall% broke when I'm finished busing
all the little things I'm going to need for the
Miss USA Competition." This pageant
will be held May I. at Niagara Falls.
The most major change her new title has
brought to her life seems to be "Fee quit
ordering Pat's Pizzas. Fee got to lose ter
pounds because TV makes you look
heaeler. But that's probably the most
radical change in my life styk. that ha'
occurred.'• she claims.
Hill belie-et.% she won the Miss Maine-
competition based on her answers to the
judges' questions. "My big question was
'How important do eou think a college.
education is to a woman today?' •• Her
answer was. "I feel that a lot if people. not
just women. are pressured into going to
college today with no purpose behind
them. More important than going to
college is doing something with your life. I
don't think college. per se. is the most
important thing a woman can do with her
life. The most important thing is finding
herself and her own interests."
During her private intersiews with the
judges she was asked such questions as
what she thinks of the Cambodian
question, women's lib, and the educational
system today. "I think these interviews
either make vou or break you." she said.
-bec :MSC if you can't express sour ideas, it
isn't going to do you any good to be
graceful.•'
Hill has not yet had to deal with people's
stereotyped images of a Miss Maine.
because "Nobode knows yet." She was
crowned in Brunswick. Maine, on Sundae.
March 9.
" I'm curious to see if people really will.
haee a stereotyped image of me as a sex
se mbol. I hope they won't. If you can
laugh at the superficiality of the pageant,
It's good. because the pageant could mean
a It. Ill won (the Miss USA pageant/ it
could affect me future, as there is quite a
bit of money ineolvcd."
She finds the image of Miss Maine as a
sex symbol quite laughable. "If anything,
sou hree to he more careful .+t %our
reputation. For example. I had to haee me
parents sign a statement saying I had a
good reputation in ms hornetimn
neighborhood."
Hill. 22, is a sister in Delta Zeta sorority.
was a majorette last year. and has worked
on the Second Century Fund committee.
Her interests are "reading. of course.
I'll read anything- -the backs of cereal
boxes and nen cans... also sewing.
needlework, water skiing. skating. dancing
and motorcycles. "I love to ride
motorcycles. They scare me though.
because I et- been dumped a couple of
times. I like small dirt bikes."
She also likes to sit around and talk to
people--That's why my grades arc so
had."
Hill thinks the most important thing the
has gotten from being in pageants is
confidence in herself. She also thinks her
participation in them will assist her when
she starts looking for a Job. • • When I go to
look foi a job. I hope they'll see me as an
actoe person w ho goes out and gets
iuis deed in things....
Denise Hill
